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Rediscover the Joys of Voice with VoiceBo
Published on 07/17/13
Fast Track Technologies today is proud to announce updated VoiceBo 1.0.8 for iOS.
VoiceBo's reliance on individual voices brings an air of authenticity to all of its
content, creating a highly personal experience. The platform is a perfect tool for those
looking to cultivate an audience, or to communicate with others directly - an ideal
platform for journalists, bloggers, artists and just about anyone else who wants to
communicate more effectively and personally online.
New York, New York - Return to basics and get reacquainted with the authenticity of human
voice with VoiceBo. A reactionary turn from the isolation and inefficiency of texting and
email, VoiceBo is more than just a voice messaging platform, it's a community of real
individuals from a colorful mix of backgrounds - sharing their ideas, dreams, interests
and more through simple voice clips. Now, anyone can explore a world of engaging content
and even contribute their own insights from their mobile device or desktop computer.
VoiceBo's reliance on individual voices brings an air of authenticity to all of its
content, creating a highly personal experience. The platform is a perfect tool for those
looking to cultivate an audience, or to communicate with others directly - an ideal
platform for journalists, bloggers, artists and just about anyone else who wants to
communicate more effectively and personally online. Users simply record a short voice clip
of 5 minutes or less, called a "VoiceBo", and instantly upload their content to their
personal feed. Those who prefer to explore VoiceBo's can stay in the know by following the
feed of their favorite users or searching through VoiceBo's according to hash tag.
Moreover, VoiceBo's can be shared outside the platform and across the globe via Facebook,
Email, or Twitter.
"Typing can be very time consuming and often unproductive, yet speech is man's most
natural and effective form of communication," said Brett Wilson, CEO of Fast Track
Technologies LIMITED. "VoiceBo is a manifestation of this return to speech, a new way for
people to share their personal content with an eager community of users who are keen to
rediscover audible content and entertainment. From news shorts and investigative pieces,
to personal anecdotes, stories and even songs, VoiceBo is the place to hear it all rather
than the limitations of 140 characters of text."
VoiceBo Update Features
* Create and Share VoiceBo's almost instantly
* Flexible publishing capabilities allow for Direct or Public sharing
* Follow other users, Like and Comment on VoiceBo's and more
* Leave VoiceBo messages from anywhere across the globe
* Record VoiceBo's from almost any mobile device or desktop computer
VoiceBo is available for free on the iTunes App Store, Google Play, Mac desktop and
Windows desktop.
Device Requirements:
* iPhone, iPod touch and iPad
* Requires iOS 5.0 or later
* This app is optimized for iPhone 5
* 5.8 MB
Pricing and Availability:
VoiceBo 1.0.8 is Free and available worldwide exclusively through the App Store in the
Social Networking category.
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VoiceBo 1.0.8:
http://voicebo.com/
Download from iTunes:
https://itunes.apple.com/app/voicebo/id538804878
Download from Google Play:
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.voicebo
YouTube Video:
http://youtu.be/mtY-7xSL164
Screenshot 1:
http://img.appular.com/VoiceBo/VoiceBoImages/SS1.jpg
Screenshot 2:
http://img.appular.com/VoiceBo/VoiceBoImages/SS2.jpg

Founded in 2011, Fast Track Technologies Limited delivers leading audio-graphic software
solutions to companies and consumers worldwide. With its flagship product, VoiceBo, the
company is poised as a leader to expand its multi-platform digital audio offering, helping
individuals maintain a streamlined method for continued verbal communication. VoiceBo
delivers a flexible software architecture granting improved productivity and audience
engagement. Copyright (C) 2011-2013 Fast Track Technologies Limited. All Rights Reserved.
Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone, iPad, iPad mini, iPod touch, and Mac are registered
trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries. Other trademarks and
registered trademarks may be the property of their respective owners.
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